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I. Introduction  
 

In a world of states, international migration is a transnational phenomenon which 

portrays the movement of people across territorial borders and demands the 

establishment of common supranational rules and instruments in this sensitive 

policy field, comprehending that international migration may be seen as an issue of 

joint action.
1
Governments and parts of media have too often depicted asylum 

seekers as immigrants in disguise.
2
Although it is not always easy to distinguish 

between these two categories, it is very essential since their situation is covered by 

different national and international legislation and conventions.
3
The decision to 

grant refugee status is guided by terms of the definition as to who constitutes a 

refugee.
4
In the 1951 Refugee Convention, “refugee” is a person who has “well-

founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 

membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country 

of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, unwilling to avail himself of 

the protection of that country”. By means of policy, asylum has been qualified as a 

human rights question which suggests and challenges human rights instruments to 

deal with the issue.
5
In respect of refugees, the UN Convention Relating to the Status 

of Refugees (1951) and its 1967 Protocol specifically provides, at Article 31(1), that 

“states shall not impose penalties, on account of their illegal entry or presence, on 

refugees who, coming directly from a territory where life or freedom is threatened “.  

EU asylum policy has been criticized for an alleged focus on restrictive methods 

trying to prevent people of concern reaching the EU’s territory.
6
Acknowledging 

practical problems in some EU Member States and their asymmetric distribution of 

asylum applications, the Common European Asylum System came to bring the 

balance and to constitute the instrumental institution in establishing refugee 

                                                           
1
“Migration and the Externalities of European Immigration”, Sandra Lavenex, Emek M. Ucarer, p. 

209-210. 
2
“Refugees in Europe: The Hostile New Agenda”, Daniele Joly, Lynette Kelly, Clive Nettleton, p. 10  

3
Ibid 

4
“Haven or Hell?: Asylum Policies and Refugees in Europe”, D. Joly, 1,2,  

5
“The European Union and the Securitization of Migration”, Jef Huysmans, Vol. 38, No. 5, p. 757 

6
“The Right to Seek Asylum: Interception at Sea and the Principle of Non Refoulement”,  Goodwin 

Gill, IJRL 23 (2011), 443, 457 
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protection systems in all EU Member States, some of which had not previously 

participated to international activities in support of refugees.
7

What is worth 

mentioning is that the preamble to the 1951 Refugee Convention refers precisely to 

the need for ‘international cooperation’ for a ‘satisfactory solution’ to be found to 

situations of forced displacement, ‘considering that the grant of asylum may place 

unduly heavy burdens on certain countries’.
8
However, as it has been highlighted 

both by the European Parliament and the Council of Europe, the concern does not 

stop in the granting of asylum.
9
The question of satisfactory settlement after granting 

asylum is one from the several points of view given that refugees should not only be 

provided with admission for residing in a country, but they should be enabled to live 

a normal life.
10

As a result, it is comprehendible that solidarity and responsibility-

sharing relates to all aspects of state’s asylum and immigration policies: access to 

territory, qualification for international protection, reception conditions of asylum 

seekers, integration pre- and post-recognition, return and resettlement.
11

    

 

II. Towards the establishment of the Common European 

Asylum System 
 

The Common European Asylum System consists of a legal framework covering all 

aspects of the asylum process and a support agency- the European Asylum Support 

Office (EASO)-to support the implementation of the legal framework and facilitate 

practical cooperation between Member States.
12

The most important advantage of 

such a single procedure is the increase in speed and efficiency of the refugee status 

determination provision through the centralization of resources which subsequently 

entails to the integration of refugees and the removal of those without protection 

                                                           
7
 “EU Immigration and Asylum Law”, Kay Hailbronner Daniel, Thym ,  C.H.Beck. Hart. Nomos, p. 

1026 
8
Convention Relating to the Status of  Refugees, Recital 4 

9
 Council of Europe, Parliamentary Assembly, Report on Living and Working Conditions of 

Refugees and  Asylum seekers, Rapporteur Mr Boh, 1985 
10

“Refugees in Europe: The Hostile New Agenda”, Daniele Joly, Lynette Kelly, Clive Nettleton,  

p.31  
11

Enhancing Intra-EU solidarity tools to improve quality and fundamental rights protection in the 

Common European Asylum System, p. 9, 2013 
12

COM (2016), 197 Final, 2016, p. 3 
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needs.
13

The CEAS was established in order to reform a fairer, more efficient and 

more sustainable system for allocating asylum applications among Member 

States.
14

Although the CEAS theoretically appears an ideal mechanism, the present 

investigation’s main goal is to conclude that the preconditions and the initiatives 

settled to the end of Common European Asylum System do not correspond to 

reality.
15

 

 

A. First and Second Phase of the CEAS 

Since 1999, after the entry into force of the Amsterdam treaty, the EU was working 

towards the creation of a Common European Asylum System (CEAS), providing 

common minimum standards for the treatment of all asylum seekers and 

applications.
16

The Commission acknowledged from the very beginning that before 

planning the new strategic initiative, a negotiation with all the relevant stakeholders 

was of great importance.
17

The Tampere Presidency Conclusions, adopted by the 

Tampere European Council of 15 and 16 1999, constitute the core in the 

development of the Common European Asylum System.
18

Thus, the Tampere 

Presidency Conclusions, are the starting point towards the underpin of a fair refugee 

protection in the EU and its Member States, reassuring not only the legislative 

framework determined under the Treaty of Amsterdam, but also founding an asylum 

and migration policy program for the EU.
19

In 2004, the Hague Program set as the 

aims of CEAS in its second phase the establishment of a common asylum procedure 

and a uniform status for those who are granted asylum or subsidiary protection, as 

well as strengthening the practical cooperation between national administrations and 

                                                           
13

“The Common European Asylum System: background, current state of affairs, future direction, 

Olga Ferguson, p.  188 
14

“Towards a sustainable and fair Common European Asylum System”, European Commission Press 

Release 
15

“Problems and Proposals of the Common European Asylum System: The Example of Greece”, 

Angeles Solanes-Corella, Danai Delipetrou, p. 15 
16

 European Commission, Migration and Home Affairs, “Common European Asylum System”, 

https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/asylum_en 
17

COM (2008), 360 Final: “Policy Plan on Asylum, An Integrated Approach to Protection Across the 

EU”, p. 2.  
18

 Presidency Conclusions, Tampere European Council, 15 and 16 October 1999, SN 200/99 
19

 “The Common European Asylum System, Background Current State of Affairs”, Olga Ferguson 

Sidorenko, p. 3  

https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/asylum_en
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the external dimension of asylum.
20

Although, the main deficit of it was the lack of 

detailed policy directions under which member states could design their decision- 

making power, but it was introduced more as a “wish-list”, it has been qualified as a 

timely call for attention to terrorism.
21

The Commission, in 2006, launched the 

procedure of evaluation of the first phase of the CEAS to examine whether it has 

some solid core for the adoption of the second phase of the CEAS, as required by 

the Hague Program.
22

  

Later, the 2007 Green Paper aimed to point out the main weaknesses of the CEAS 

and to identify what actions could be taken under the current EU legal framework in 

order the second stage of the establishment of the CEAS to be realized.
23

As it was 

stated, the goal of this second phase was to “achieve both a higher common standard 

of protection and greater quality in protection across the EU and to ensure a higher 

degree of solidarity between EU Member States”
24

The outcome of the public 

consultations and the examination of the so far applied practices and tools was the 

creation of the European Commissions’ Policy Plan on Asylum which was released 

in 2008.
25

The general objective of the Policy Plan on Asylum was to grant 

appropriate status, under equal conditions, to any third-country national requiring 

international protection in compliance with fundamental rights, particularly with the 

principle of non-refoulement (Article 33 of the 1951 Geneva Convention).
26

Since 

the objective of the Hague Program did not manage to achieve the conclusion of the 

second phase, the Stockholm Program came to reaffirm the importance of 

establishing a unique asylum procedure and a uniform status of international 

protection.
27

Despite the fact that there was no provision of a burden-sharing 

mechanism, the first measure proposed under this Program was the establishment of 

a permanent structure to support practical cooperation between Member 

                                                           
20

 Ibid 4 
21

The Hague Program Reflects New Realities, Migration Policy Institute, Joanne Van Selm, 

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/hague-program-reflects-new-european-realities 
22

 Council of the EU2005 , The Hague Program 
23

 “Green Paper on the future of the Common European Asylum System”, p.1, http://eur-

lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2007:0301:FIN:EN:PDF 
24

“The Second Phase of the Common European Asylum System: A Step Forward in the Protection of 

Asylum Seekers”, Federica Toscano, Institute for European Studies, p. 12 
25

 COM (2008) 360, Policy Plan on Asylum , An Integrated Approach to Protection Across Europe,  , 

p.25. 
26

Ibid 
27

European Council, The Stockholm Program 2009, p.27 

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/hague-program-reflects-new-european-realities
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2007:0301:FIN:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2007:0301:FIN:EN:PDF
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States.
28

Given the fact that EU set a deadline of 2012 to establish the CEAS, the 

recast of the CEAS, passed in June 2013, set out as priority the further 

harmonization of legislation, the improvement of common standards for refugee 

protection, and establishment of a system of responsibility and solidarity among 

Member States.
29

In 2015, the need of Enhancing the Common European Asylum 

System and Alternatives to Dublin emerged in the surface was fuelled by the crisis 

in the Mediterranean with increasing numbers of people starting risky journeys in its 

High Seas in order to reach EU.
30

 

  

B. Is the Common European Asylum System in fact applied? 

In contrast with the prevalent general principle in immigration under which a state 

retaining its sovereignty decides who enters and stay in its territory, in Refugee Law 

sovereignty recedes under international obligations: all Member States of the Union, 

parties to the 1951 Geneva Convention and the 1967 Additional Protocol, and under 

this regime, have undertaken the obligation to grant protection for persons who have 

well-founded fear of persecution in their country of nationality or habitual 

residence.
31

As a response to the question, who is eligible to be granted the status of 

“refugee” and how the notion of “well-founded fear of persecution” is perceived, 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the UN Refugee Agency, has 

published guidelines in the criteria to be used when States have to identify when an 

applicant meets the conditions in order to be granted asylum.
32

Additionally, the 

European Convention on Human Rights as interpreted by the European Court of 

Human Rights places obligations on Member States on who is entitled to asylum.
33

 

                                                           
28

“The Second Phase of the Common European Asylum System: A Step Forward in the Protection of 

Asylum Seekers”, Federica Toscano,  
29

“The Common European Asylum System: Achievements, Failures, Outlooks and Policy Learning 

for the EU and Canada”, Petra Bendel, Ceta Policy Briefs Series, p.2, 2014 
30

“Enhancing the Common European Asylum System and Alternatives to Dublin”, Elspeth Guild, 

Cathryn Costello, Madeline Garlick, Violeta Moreno-Lax, p. 2   
31

“The Future of Asylum in the European Union: Problems, proposals and human rights”, Flora 

A.N.J Goudappel and Helena S. Raulus, p.1-2 
32

 The UNHCR Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status under the 

1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees, 

http://www.unhcr.org/4d93528a9.pdf 
33

M.S.S v. Belgium and Greece -Article 3 prohibition of degrading treatment of ECHR 

http://www.unhcr.org/4d93528a9.pdf
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Given the receptive capacity of a State the number of asylum seekers welcomed 

within the country varies significantly across EU Member States, situation which 

exacerbates by the operation of the Dublin Regulation.
34

The Dublin Regulation 

consisting one of the cornerstones of the CEAS, is competent on determining which 

state is responsible for accessing the asylum application.
35

The responsible state for 

examining the asylum application is the country of entry, particularly the Member 

State where the applicant managed to present himself via land, sea or air having 

come for a third country.
36

This has admittedly put an enormous pressure to EU 

countries that are located at the Mediterranean basin to handle the situation of 

thousands of applications.
37

Practically, the Dublin System (and especially the 

Dublin III), does not offer an efficient framework for burden-sharing mainly leaving 

the border states (Greece, Italy and Hungary) to deal with disproportionate amount 

of refugees and asylum seekers.
38

 

After the recast of the Dublin III (2016) under which a collective allocation system
39

 

was determined, it is still to be seen whether this new revised model will cover the 

lacks of its predecessors and protect human rights appropriately. With EASO 

playing a key role and using its power under the Regulation No 439/2010, an 

important instrument in realizing solidarity among Member States and establishing 

a CEAS that fully respects the right to asylum through enhancing the quality of 

Member States’ asylum systems was put in place.
40

EASO made up an 

operational/technical mechanism assisting Member States that face particular 

burden on their asylum systems to manage the particular pressure under ‘early 

warning and preparedness system’.
41

However, up to today much doubt appears 

regarding the implementation of a “binding solidarity mechanism” under EASO for 

the promotion of relocating beneficiaries of international protection when member 

                                                           
34

“Evaluating the Prospects for Enhanced Solidarity in the Common European Asylum System”, 

SIEPS, Eiko Thielemann and Carolyn Armostrong, p. 3 
35

Council Regulation (EC) No 343/2003 of 18 February 2003 establishing the criteria and 

mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an asylum application 

lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national. OJ L050, 25/02/2003. 
36

Regulation EU No. 604/2013, L 180 /31, 2013  
37

“Burden Sharing and Dublin Rules-Challenges of Relocation of Asylum Seekers”, Lethe Roots, 

Athens Journal of Law, 2017 
38

“Dublin III and Beyond: Between Burden-Sharing and Human Rights Protection”, Andrei Dragan, 

Pecs Journal of International and European Law, 2017/II 
39

 COM(2016) (recast),  270 final, 2016 
40

“Enhancing intra-EU solidarity tools to improve quality and fundamental rights protection in the 

Common European Asylum System.   
41

Regulation (EU) 437/2010, EASO Regulation, Article 9  
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states face exceptional pressure on its national asylum system.
42

Unluckily, it is 

observed that restrictive advance has taken place in the field of burden-sharing 

regarding the reception and admission expulsion procedures, procedures which can 

pose a heavy burden on national governments.
43

It is admitted that the state 

sovereignty and the specific national interests and political pressures were, are and 

will be the propelling powers each EU member state has in the core of its concern 

along any path of cooperation and common-collective action.
44

  

 

C. The Contribution of the primary and secondary law on the CEAS  

The initial legal base for Community action in the area of asylum policy was 

established in Article 63 (1) and (2) TEC. These provisions stated that the Council 

was to adopt “measures on asylum, in accordance with the Geneva Convention of 

28 July 1951 and the Protocol of 31 January 1967 relating to the status of refugees 

and other relevant treaties” and also “measures on refugees and displaced persons” 

in areas such as Member State responsibility, reception conditions, refugee 

qualification, granting of protection (including temporary protection) and balancing 

of Member States' efforts in receiving asylum-seekers. The aforementioned Article 

has been consolidated by the new Article 78 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 

European Union (TFEU), which explicitly pictures the Common European Asylum 

System, differing from TEC in several key points.
45

The issue arises here is that 

since European Union is not a state party to the Geneva Convention, and therefore 

EU itself is not bound by it as matter of public international law, multilateral 

conventions to which EU has not formally acceded can only be relied on if they 

have been ratified by all EU Member States, in order for the EU acquis to be 

complied with the Geneva Convention.
46

Although Article 78(2)g TFEU constitutes 

integral part of the Common European Asylum System since it proclaims the 

cooperation with ‘third countries for the purpose managing inflows of applying for 

                                                           
42

 Regulation (EU) No 439/2010 of the European Parliament and Council of 19 May 2010 
43

 “Refugee Rights and Realities”, Frances Nicholson &Patrick Twomey, p. 368 
44

 “West European Immigration and Immigration Policy in the New Century”, Anthony M. Messina, 

p.98.   
45

 2008/C 115/01, Consolidated versions of the Treaty of the European Union and the Treaty on the 

Functioning of the European Union, p. 76 
46

Legal Framework  for EU Asylum System”,  EU Immigration and Asylum Law, Hailbronner Kay, 
Thym Daniel, p. 1029  
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asylum or subsidiary or temporary protection, the reading should not be restricted to 

movements with an immediate impact on functioning of CEAS, but should be 

broaden to EU common external policies and development cooperation through 

neighborhood agreements.
47

As many authors have pointed out, the most urgent 

challenge is the comprehension of the interconnection between asylum matters and 

general migration policies and border policies.
48

 

Apart from the primary law (TFEU, TEU and the Charter on the Fundamental 

Rights of the European Union), the EU legislative instruments of CEAS consist of 

secondary law, namely Regulations and Directives. Regulations are directly 

applicable to all member states from the time they enter into force and they do not 

require transposition into national law, ensuring uniform application of Union rules 

to all Member States.
49

 One the other hand, it is said that EU Directives 

implemented as part of the Common European Asylum System are likely to result to 

equal asylum recognition rates no matter what country refugees first apply in 

combating any divergences observed which are caused by the unfinished 

convergence.
50

However, given that most of the secondary legislation included in the 

CEAS is in the form of Directives, the primary concern of members of national 

courts and tribunals is the application of their national laws affecting the transfer of 

the Directives into domestic law, related to any discussion as to whether they 

precisely apply the provisions of EU Directives.
51

Concluding, if the recognition 

rates are diverged, is the case the opposite? Pursuant to some scholars the only 

solution could be if national courts reflected the position of their peers in other 

Member States, thereby boosting the coherence of the CEAS and contributing to the 

transnational vision on the interpretation of the Geneva Convention.
52

  

 

                                                           
47

Article 21 and 22 of TEC and Articles 208 and 214 TFEU 
48

“On the Legal Priorities of the Common European Asylum System and its Capacity to Handle the 
Asylum Migration in 2015, Domenica Dreyer-Plum, p.20 , 
file:///C:/Users/Athina/Downloads/Dreyer-
Plum_On_the_Legal_Priorities_of_the_CEAS_Panel_8C.pdf 
49

Sources and Scope of European Union Law, European Parliament, p. 2, 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ftu/pdf/en/FTU_1.2.1.pdf 
50

“Establishing a Common European Asylum: Tracing the Impact of EU-policy making on Asylum-

Outcomes”, Stein Arne Brekke, p.4  
51

“An Introduction to the Common European Asylum System for Courts and Tribunals”, European 

Asylum Support Office, p. 17, 

https://www.easo.europa.eu/sites/default/files/public/BZ0216138ENN.PDF 
52

Supra 47, p. 1048  

file:///C:/Users/Athina/Downloads/Dreyer-Plum_On_the_Legal_Priorities_of_the_CEAS_Panel_8C.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Athina/Downloads/Dreyer-Plum_On_the_Legal_Priorities_of_the_CEAS_Panel_8C.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ftu/pdf/en/FTU_1.2.1.pdf
https://www.easo.europa.eu/sites/default/files/public/BZ0216138ENN.PDF
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III. External and Internal Dimensions of Solidarity  

 

As the years go by, it appears more crucial than ever before, to depart from the 

state-centric approach, under which the conceptualization of world politics was 

perceived in terms of an international system of territorially delineated states, and to 

welcome the transnationalist conceptualization, since it is inevitable that domestic 

changes will not reflect at the international level in terms of foreign policy.
53

Despite 

the fact that CEAS consists of a legal framework covering all aspects of asylum 

procedure in practice member states have some margin of appreciation and 

discretionary power in how they apply the common EU rules.
54

Thus, seeing the 

Common European Asylum System as bi-dimensional sector the partnership with 

countries of origin, fair treatment of TCNSs, and the management of migration 

flows should be settled as a prerequisite.
55

 

First of all, the EU solidarity principle is enshrined in the Lisbon Treaty, namely 

into the Treaties of Article 222 TFEU on the solidarity clause. This clause indicates 

that if a Member State falls in emergency situation(e.g. a terrorist attack or a natural 

disaster occurs in its territory), then the other Member States, at its request, must 

provide it with help in a spirit of solidarity, as the aforementioned Article 

requires.
56

Yet, the EU solidarity principle is established in the context of Article 

42(7) TEU, under which mutual assistance obligations within the EU’s Common 

Security and Defense Policy, as well as, in Article 43 TEU in relation to 

humanitarian and rescues tasks in the same field involving close cooperation 

between Member States.
57

Now turning to the external dimension of solidarity 

principle, it has been highlighted that solidarity within EU and solidarity with the 

rest of the globe cannot mean the same; the intra-EU solidarity refers to the relation 

                                                           
53

Ibid 6,  p. 14-15  
54

“The Common European Asylum System”, European Commission, https://ec.europa.eu/home-

affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/background-

information/docs/20160713/factsheet_the_common_european_asylum_system_en.pdf 
55

‘The Common European Asylum System” Background Current State of Affairs, Olga Ferguson 

Sidorenko, p. 173. 
56

“The EU as a Global Actor-Bridging Legal Theory and Practice”,  Jeno Cruczai, Federik Naert  
57

See also as example for the relevance of Article 42(7) TEU: The Activation of Article 42(7)-France 

request for assistance and Member States’ responses, European Council Briefing 2016,  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/581402/EPRS_BRI(2016)581402_EN.pd

f 

https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/background-information/docs/20160713/factsheet_the_common_european_asylum_system_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/background-information/docs/20160713/factsheet_the_common_european_asylum_system_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/background-information/docs/20160713/factsheet_the_common_european_asylum_system_en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/581402/EPRS_BRI(2016)581402_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/581402/EPRS_BRI(2016)581402_EN.pdf
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between EU and its Member States excluding other parts of the world and 

international organizations and solidarity has differentiated dimensions, field where 

external dimension slips into.
58

 However, the largely broad “solidarity obligation” 

notion at the international refugee law cannot be perceived as the obligation 

governing only the internal facet of the CEAS, but its external dimension too.
59

And 

that, as it is followed by Article 78 TFEU, must be understood to imply a duty of 

entitlement through partnership with third countries for the management of forced 

displacement that complies with the rights of refugees under the 1951 Geneva 

Convention. And at this direction, emphasis is added to the creation of ‘true” 

partnerships, and not just ‘cooperation’ with third countries ‘for the purposes of 

handling the inflows of people’ in need of international protection.
60

 

The solidarity principle was applied for the first time in the field of asylum by 

Council Directive 2001/55/EC on minimum standards for giving temporary 

protection in the event of mass influx of displaced persons and on measures 

promoting a balance of efforts between Member States in receiving such persons 

and bearing the consequences thereof. In the European Pact on Immigration and 

Asylum, adopted by the Council in 2008, it was explicitly mentioned that in the case 

of crisis in a Member State faced with a massive influx of asylum-seekers, or for 

those Member States which are faced with disproportionate pressures on their 

national asylum systems, due to their geographical or demographic situation, 

solidarity shall aim to promote, on a voluntary and coordinated basis, better 

distribution of beneficiaries of international protection from over-burdened states to 

other safer, in collaboration with the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees(UNHCR).
61

According to the Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights 

opinion, Thomas Hammarberg (2010), when asylum seekers are sent back to 

countries of first entry to examine their asylum application, actually member states 

whom asylum system have collapsed, amendment of the Dublin Regulation appears 

of high vitality.
62

On the other hand, there are the opponents who have claimed that 

an amendment of Dublin Regulation could lead to “asylum shopping”, making 
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countries of first entry more attractive and offering third-country nationals an 

unobstructed pathing to Northern countries.
63

 

 

D. “Solidarity and Fair-sharing Responsibility” 

In the TFEU, “Solidarity and fair sharing responsibility”, is a principle which 

governs the implementation of series of common policies, including 

CEAS.
64

Namely, in Article 67 the European Union is to frame a common policy on 

asylum, immigration and external borders based on solidarity between Member 

States. Moreover, Article 80 TFEU requires the Union policies on borders, asylum 

and immigration and their implementation to be governed by the principles of 

solidarity and fair-sharing of responsibility. In an entity where internal borders have 

been removed due to the creation of a single market, the decision of third-country 

nationals to enter the EU requesting asylum, including those in need of international 

protection, becomes a common concern to all Member States.
65

Moreover, the Policy 

Plan on Asylum has also determined that one of the pillars which the Common 

European Asylum System is based on is the increased solidarity and the sense of 

burden-sharing among EU States, and between EU and non-EU countries.
66

 

Afterwards, the need of developing “a Europe of responsibility, solidarity and 

partnership in migration and asylum issues” has also been stressed by the 

Stockholm Program.
67

  

Furthermore, Article 80 TFEU calls for a proactive, procedural solidarity-based 

arrangement which reinforces CEAS effectiveness and material duty of shared 

responsibility which is ab initio fair.
68

Within that framework, the 1951 Convention 
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itself recognizes the ‘international scope of plight, and order states to find an 

‘international solution” (cosmopolitan), demanding them to do ‘everything within 

their power’, for the effective protection and at the same time “assure refugees the 

widest possible exercise of their fundamental rights and freedoms’.
69

Nevertheless, 

up to date, no objective discussion has taken place regarding to what is foreseen 

under the solidarity and fair sharing responsibility between Member States and what 

is an equitable burden-sharing.
70

For example, in the framework of a solidarity 

mechanism, none state is obliged to accept a certain number of people in need of 

international protection, thus rendering each Member State competent to confirm its 

own reception capacity.
71

The claim of a Member State that is “overburdened” 

cannot be objectively assessed making states to be cautious when it comes to them 

to carry on part of the protection responsibility.
72

To sum up, the restricted intra-EU 

relocation initiatives applied at ad hoc cases harass even more the situation of 

physical solidarity.
73

 

 

E. Financial Instruments Supporting Asylum Policy 

Solidarity can be applied in many different ways, ranking from hosting relocated 

refugees to payments to common funds to be distributed on the basis of the number 

of refugees being hosted, and including the adoption of common policies as well as 

the provision of technical and administrative assistance. 
74

It is observed that some 

Member States prefer to act through the EU financial compensation 

program.
75

Theoretically, the provided financial instruments seem to be an effective 

tool for solidarity but in practice member states have observed that the sums 

available in the various funds are rather symbolic than de facto compensatory.
76

The 
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fact that Article 80 refers to the ‘financial implications’ of solidarity does not limit 

itself does not confine itself only to this manifestation of burden-sharing, but also 

requests for other forms of assistance and cooperation between Member States.
77

 

After the expire of the European Refugee Fund, the AMF (Asylum and Migration 

Fund) will signal the increase of funding enhancing the value of financial solidarity 

instruments.
78

However, so far, the inadequate financial assistance and the ad hoc 

responses to emergency situations are insufficient to achieve a higher degree of 

solidarity between Member States through systematic responsibility-sharing.
79

   

 

IV. Steps towards the Integration of Refugees                           
 

The lack of a legal framework granting the EU the competence to act in the field of 

integration of third country nationals, is reflected in the Tampere European Council 

Conclusions in 1999, under which the heads of States and the government 

manifested that: “A more vigorous integration policy should aim at granting them 

third country nationals legally residing in the EU states rights and obligations 

comparable to those of EU citizens”.
80

After that, the Article 79.4 of the Treaty on 

Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) declares that the EU can intervene in 

providing member states with the minimum standards of acting regarding to the 

integration of refugees and may not go further of a mere coordination of the already 

applied national policies.
81

This limited policy of the EU is also confirmed by the 

principle of subsidiary, under which the European Union acts, in areas that do not 

fall within its exclusive competence, only if and in so far as the objectives of the 
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proposed action cannot be achieved by the member states at a central or regional 

and local level.
82

     

In 2004 the Justice and Home Affairs Council adopted the EU Common Basic 

Principles for Immigration Integration Policy, which set out a common approach to 

the integration of third country nationals across EU, offering Member States 

guidance in order to formulate their own policies, assisting them at the same time to 

determine how these policies can best engage other actors involved in integration 

(social partners, NGOs, business and other private organizations).
83

Later, in 2011, 

the European Agenda on Migration designed by the Commission, called for 

coherent strategies towards meeting integration challenges across different policy 

areas and government levels.
84

The most recent effort designed by the EU for the 

integration of third-country nationals and the provision of a comprehensive 

framework to support Member States in developing and promoting integration 

policies was the Integration Action Plan, adopted in 2016.
85

As a key measure of the 

2016 Action Plan on the integration of third-country nationals was the promotion of 

the European Integration Network-EIN, whose priority was the cooperation with 

national, local and regional authorities; civil society organizations and other EU 

level networks in connected policy areas.
86

However, even today, EU integration 

policies remains in practice a national competency with a limited collective EU 

funding and an inadequate cohesive action.
87

Therefore, it has been proved that 

several EU countries have paid much more attention to raising integration agenda at 

national level rather than achieving a substantial shift in integration policies and 

outcomes.
88
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V. International Human Rights Law and Integration of 

Refugees  

 

To begin with, Article 18 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European 

Union makes explicit reference to the duty to comply with the 1951 Geneva 

Refugee Convention and the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of 

Refugees.
89

Under international human rights law, people fleeing persecution in their 

home countries have the right to seek and enjoy asylum in other 

countries.
90

Additionally, the 1951 Geneva Convention protects other rights of 

refugees, such as the right to engage in wage-earning employment, self 

employment, education, access to justice and other fundamental freedoms and 

privileges similarly enshrined in international and regional human rights 

treaties.
91

Examining the role of the High Commissioner for Refugees under Article 

1 of the Statute of the Office, its main task is to provide international protection to 

refugees and to seek durable solutions for refugees by assisting Governments to 

facilitate the voluntary repatriation of refugees, or their integration within the new 

national communities.
92

For instance, the policy areas where the European 

Commission focused on were education, labor market integration and access to 

vocational training, access to basic services and active participation and social 

inclusion.
93

In Central European countries integration of refugees has been 

facilitated both via legislative provisions and by implementing specific programs, 

such as language training, vocational training and employment counseling.
94

   

Employment has been qualified as key factor in integration of refugees since it 

secures economic independence, ability for planning the future, restoration of self-

esteem and self-reliance.
95

It is worth noting that achieving access to the labor 

market is possible when the status of international protection is granted, thus the 
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length of the asylum procedure appears very crucial.
96

For most of the countries, 

labor market inclusion is directly interlinked to the assignment of accommodation 

with ultimate goal for refugees to be moved from reception centers to residential 

centers and to be granted with work permit for specific job positions.
97

Taking into 

consideration the example of Sweden, the responsibility for the introductory 

achievements was transposed from municipalities to the Swedish Public 

Employment Service under the auspices of the Ministry of Employment.
98

However, 

the greatest challenge that refugees face entering the labor market, compared with 

migrants, is loss of documentation and difficulty regarding to the non-recognition of 

qualifications, non-acceptance of their previous work experience and educational 

attainment.
99

 

On the other hand, the educational attainment of refugees is an important driver of 

the integration process, even in the case where discrepancies arise in their general 

education level.
100

Host countries face not only the difficulty of recognizing 

qualifications, but also the demanding situation of developing and advancing the 

literacy and language proficiency of refugees.
101

When it comes to insufficient 

documented qualifications, the host country may overcome this deficiency by 

focusing the assessment process on the ability of refugees to hold the qualifications 

they claim.
102

The right to education and vocational training is directly interlinked 

with the realization of other human rights, since education gives refugees the 

intellectual and practical tools that can be deployed by them in order to shape their 

future, to be useful in the host society and to contribute meaningfully to the 
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countries, which offer them shelter, residence permit and protection.
103

The main 

issue emerged in establishing the CEAS is to discern between those who abuse the 

asylum system and those in real need of protection in order to allocate them the 

protection they need and deserve.
104

Nevertheless, since “all human beings are born 

free and equal in dignity and rights” everyone should have access to the enjoyment 

of human rights”,
105

  

Though much effort has been done in integrating illegal immigrants through the 

improvement of the educational opportunities for children, mobilizing the 

employment market and building particular residential areas or renovating neglected 

and dilapidated housing, many aspects of handling and promoting economic, social 

and political integration of refugees vary from country to country and still remain to 

the responsibility of the municipalities.
106

EU lacks of common and harmonized 

rules of admitting asylum seekers and refugees, granting the status of refugee and 

residence permit and of welcoming and integrating the non-EU 

nationals.
107

However, since national constitutional powers are more substantial than 

the sub-national bodies, with the exception of the federal states where regions and 

municipalities are prevalent, it would be wiser to consider that the EU policymaking 

would be based on that differences and commonalities existing across member 

states vis-a-vis the EU.
108

Without the approval of the Council, composed of national 

governments, a joint European immigration and integration policy seems infeasible 

to be achieved.
109

As few legal observers put it in practice: “does not the notion of 

‘integration’ run contrary to the multicultural idea, when we talk about integration 

of refugees in a ‘multicultural and multi-ethnicity entity”?
110

Presumably, building a 

European integration system appears utopian, taking into account that Europe may 

not be in need of new comers and that the old one are already corporated at the 
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nation-state level.
111

Thus, so far, a “shared, supportive policy frame” at the EU level 

is still pending.
112

 

 

VI. Concluding Observations 
 

To conclude with, solidarity is a core problem of the CEAS, especially for new 

arrivals in the Mediterranean in addition to people already living there, but 

implementation is no less relevant and required.
113

Existing directives and 

regulations did not always translate into administrative practices on the ground and 

thus the CEAS suffers from a prolonged compliance deficit, which will have to be 

substantially amended if the EU wants its asylum system not to fall apart. It is not 

only a self-evaluation process under which EU and its Member States self-set
114

 

goals and obligations for the promotion of human rights of refugees, but also task of 

NGOs and local authorities which have undertaken the monitor and implementation 

process. According to the author’s view, solidarity and burden sharing should not 

only terminate to the policies applied in the Common European Asylum System, but 

should expand to and include all practices addressing the integration of people of 

concern in local communities. Although the asylum procedures improved, 

beholding the timeframe for the process of application, the mandatory training for 

the determining authorities, the obligatory personal interview and the ability of the 

person concerned to be provided with clarifications and comments depending on the 

progress of his case, the solidarity confidence and the fair-responsibility spirit as the 

fabric of the inter-state relations cannot be sustained. 
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VII. Conclusion 
 

Given the apparent lack of common asylum policies among states and willingness to 

replace the refugee law framework, this paper has already indicated the primary 

shortcomings in the integration system of refugees in the host communities. 

Managing this, admittedly upsetting, situation is of paramount importance not just 

for the families of seeking a better life away from conflict areas, but also for 

European stability as a whole, amid a period of socio-economic and political 

uncertainty. It would be wiser if EU Member States designed a common agenda of 

methods able to be internally implemented. The protection of the internationally 

established human rights of refugees should go further of the mere protection of 

their life, providing them with asylum far away from a country where they have 

well-founded fear of persecution, but should secure them a decent life where they 

have the right to be educated, employed, to have access to the healthcare system and 

to freely express their political and religious beliefs. The terms of the rule of law 

and the protection of the indispensable human rights should be settled at the heart of 

any policy, because then the humanity will go back to the 1930’s very racist and 

nationalistic world, and this is an impossible future for Europe. 
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